NBCU Ready for 2012 London Olympic
Games with Sony Media Backbone System
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Customer:
• NBCU (NBC Olympics)
Industry:
• Broadcast/New Media
Challenges:
• Solve complex editorial and
distribution workflows in a very
aggressive timeline
• Generate and deliver outletspecific metadata
• Provide alerts and visibility
into workflows and third-party
systems
Solution:
• Install Sony Media
Backbone™ Enterprise
Management System
Benefits:
• Reduced time to publish
content from hours to minutes
• Delivered complete visibility
into the delivery process
• Provided an efficient way
to manage, simplify, and
streamline workflow

For 17 nonstop days this summer, NBC’s
Highlights Factory will be responsible for
generating all of the 2012 London Olympic
Games’ non-broadcast content for the
U.S. That’s thousands of clips and 3,000 to
5,000 hours of new media content bound
for the NBC Olympics website, smart
phones, tablets, electronic sell-through
sites like iTunes or Amazon, and cable VOD.
“We’re going to differentiate our experience
on the digital online space markedly from
the last couple of Games,” said Shujaat
Ali, Director of Digital Services for NBC
Universal. “The biggest change is you’re
going to see everything live online, and
we will have much more production
around our clips and highlights—so much
more penetration of content, greater
variety of content, more live events, and
hopefully a much richer experience for
the viewers.”
How will they do it? NBCU decided to turn
to Sony’s Enterprise Management System,
which is based on Sony’s Media Backbone
Conductor software, and Sony’s long-term
involvement with NBCU in the Games.
“At the end of the day we know in our
hearts that Sony will help us get there,” said
Darryl Jefferson, Director of Post-Production
Operations for NBC Olympics and project
manager for the Highlights Factory. “We
knew that we needed help with workflow
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Keeping Up with the Speed of Change
Every two years the Highlights Factory is
re-imagined and recreated, according to
Ali. “We’ll have a variety of non-linear edit
systems as well as online edit systems.
Cloud-based editing is a big initiative for
us this year, starting with production and
then cloud-based encoding for our video
content that will hit the online platforms.”
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There are real
challenges of how
to manage workflow,
how to simplify, how
to streamline, and
most importantly,
how to automate
and give visibility.
It’s exciting that
one of the best
in the business is
into that space—
that Sony and
the team they’ve
put together with
Media Backbone
are behind this
solution.

”

–Darryl Jefferson
Director of PostProduction Operations
NBC Olympics

Darryl Jefferson agrees. “All those live streams
and clip-based media are pretty daunting
to deal with in a near-live scenario. So it’s
been challenging to wrap our arms around
workflow and make course corrections—
and scale in a way that we can tackle all
of these live events concurrently.”
As David Mazza, Senior Vice President,
Engineering, NBC Olympics, explained,
“We are trying to produce a tremendous
number of clips as quickly as possible, get
them transcoded, and published to a wide
variety of outlets—and that is what Media
Backbone is helping us to do. This involves
a tremendous number of touchpoints and
different metadata schemes for each digital
recipient that we are sending clips to.
Some of these processes are automated,
some of them are not—and Media
Backbone helps pull that all together.”
Customer Challenge
Fundamental to NBCU’s challenge was
finding a way to efficiently plan, monitor, and
manage the activity in the Highlights Factory,
where as many as 200 time-critical clips
can be in process at any time. Planning and
creating work orders for the clips begins
weeks in advance of the Games, yet the
system must accommodate last-minute
additions when underdogs unexpectedly
win or human interest stories surface. And
given the nature of the Games, interest in
the clips is highest during and immediately
after an event—so editing, transcoding,
and delivering the clips as quickly as
possible is required.
For previous Games, NBCU tried several
solutions. “In Beijing when we were doing
workflow tracking, we used something as

rudimentary as a spreadsheet and a simple
asset number and description,” said Jefferson.
“You can imagine tracking those thousands
of assets on a spreadsheet wasn’t exactly
the optimum solution.”
“The cycle time in terms of getting a clip cut
by an editor all the way out to the distribution
platform was in the hours range,” said Ali.
“We literally had an army of people who
would babysit that work order all the way
from its inception by our editorial team
through distribution.”
With two years between the Beijing and
Vancouver Games, the teams of Ali and
Jefferson set out to improve the situation by
using an internally-developed solution with
some customization around workflow and
delivery. Although it was a step forward, there
were still limitations.
“In Vancouver, we noticed that we had a
disconnect between our production teams
and our publishing teams. Even though
we were in the same city and literally down
the hall, it still required a lot of manual
communication between those two teams
to get these pieces published,” said Ali. “The
other big challenge was visibility inside of
this pipeline in terms of figuring out on a realtime basis where a package was.”
Every New Media platform depends heavily
on metadata to drive their search engine
technology, but they each need a different
metadata set delivered to their own
specifications. The challenge was to find
a way to concurrently add metadata
while editing takes place, and then package
the correct metadata in the right format
and deliver it as soon as the edit and transcode are complete.
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Requirements Gathering and
Solution Design

is you’re going to

The first order of business once Sony was
brought in was to determine what was
needed and how best to provide that. “The
process in terms of requirements gathering
and getting the use case defined has been
very robust, compared to what we’ve done
in the past,” said Shujaat Ali. “The main Sony
business analyst, for example, comes from a
post-production background—so we’re able
to relate our use cases and not get glazedover looks because they understand the
pain that we go through to produce these
clips.”
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“You don’t realize just how complicated your
own workflow is until you need to explain it
to someone who’s helping you streamline it,”
added Jefferson. “Getting feedback about
how we can streamline this workflow is the
second step, and then detailing how they’re
going to execute workflow management
thereafter is the third step.”
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After examining all the requirements,
Sony designed a comprehensive set of
workflow and monitoring tools using the
Media Backbone System. The Enterprise
Management System choreographs the
process from the planning stage, through
work-order generation, activation, and
execution—with complete visibility to the
process through multiple dashboards
coupled with alarms that pop up when
any step in a process exceeds a predetermined time limit.
Rather than requiring manual reentry for
each pre-Games work order, Sony developed
a way to publish work orders directly from

Excel to the Enterprise Management System.
Once the Games are underway, producers
can assign or discard existing work orders
and, said Darryl Jefferson, create new ones
when circumstances demand.
“I think Media Backbone will help a lot in
the sense that calling ‘audibles’ [last-minute
additions] as they pop up during the Games
is critical for us. We know that the system is
flexible enough and configurable enough
that we can enter audibles later on during
the games as they happen.”
Once the work order is finalized, the Media
Backbone System assigns an edit task to the
appropriate cloud and/or local craft editing
systems and simultaneously generates a
task for the Titleist role to begin preparing
the metadata for the clip and the various
media outlets it is destined for. Because the
metadata trickles in throughout the editing
process, the Media Backbone System
allows multiple Titleists to enter metadata
as it becomes available. When both the
edit/conform and metadata processes
are complete, the Enterprise Management
System hands off XML metadata documents,
thumbnails, and clips to Aspera for delivery
to required media outlets.
Each of the open work orders appears
on the Highlights Factory dashboard with
current status, as well as any alerts for
overdue elements. Operators can call up
a work order at any time and see exactly
where it is in the overall workflow, as well
as a full history of completed steps. Status
updates relevant to the NBC Olympics
website producers are also pushed to the
web publishing platform for display on
a dashboard hosted by that application.
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in London.
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“The end client of this platform will be our
editorial teams,” said Ali. “The most important
facet is making sure everyone from our
supervising producers to our managing
editors on our digital fronts have the visibility
that they need to ensure that the content
is being produced in a prioritized fashion
that meets the demand of our viewers. If
you have a couple hundred clips that you’re
producing throughout the day and you have
20+ editors at any point in time cutting those
clips—managing that work, ensuring the
consistency and accuracy of that video and
the metadata associated with it is quite an
undertaking.”
Conclusion
“Because of the relationship, the knowledge,
and the technology platform, finally we have
something that is going to work for us in
London,” added Ali. “We’ll have better tools at
our disposal to have the eyes and ears into

our process, and we will have empowered
our editorial teams to be able to produce
and manage their work in a much more
efficient fashion.”
For Jefferson, the Media Backbone Enterprise
Management System fills a long-term industry
need. “In the marketplace there’s a real gap
for workflow solutions. I’ve struggled at almost
every broadcast division or company I’ve
worked at. There are real challenges of how
to manage workflow, how to simplify, how
to streamline, and most importantly, how to
automate and give visibility. It’s exciting that
one of the best in the business is into that
space—that Sony and the team they’ve put
together with Media Backbone are behind
this solution.”
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